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ABSTRACT

The complexity of testing the software of Component Based Software Development (CBD) for Embedded Real Time (ERT) software development highlight the challenges of designing, analyzing and testing ERT software. From this standpoint, the complexities of CBD for ERT in software testing require suitable software algorithms. Against these claims, a number of software testing algorithms have been formulated such as slicing algorithm, incremental algorithm, firewall algorithm, genetic algorithm as well as simulated annealing algorithm. Generally, not all of these algorithms support CBD and ERT software testing of the system. By applying slicing algorithm into ERT software testing, the complexity of ERT software development can be decreased and at the same time promote high degree of reuse through software testing based on component behavior. Currently, testing algorithm based on slicing does not directly support ERT software. In this research, the integration testing algorithm for CBD and ERT system has been proposed to represent a promising way to test ERT software in terms of algorithm refinement. The slicing algorithm called slicing architectures using service edges (SASE) has been enhanced to support a component oriented programming (COP) framework for CBD and ERT integrated system. The results shows that COP framework can be applied into SASE algorithm definitions and it has been mapped with the SASE algorithm based on the similarities and differences definitions. Thus, the quality of the enhanced SASE algorithm is better in terms of algorithm criteria based on Normative Information Model-based Systems Analysis and Design (NIMSAD) evaluation in support of ERT and CBD.
ABSTRAK

Kerumitan yang terdapat semasa menguji perisian Komponen Berdasarkan Pembangunan Perisian (CBD) untuk Masa Nyata Terbenam (ERT) menunjukkan cabaran-cabaran dalam mereka-bentuk, menganalisa, dan menguji perisian ERT. Dari pandangan ini, kerumitan yang terdapat pada CBD untuk ERT memerlukan algoritma perisian yang sesuai. Pada tuntutan ini, beberapa algoritma ujian perisian telah dirumuskan seperti algoritma penghirisan, algoritma penambahan, algoritma firewall, algoritma genetik dan juga algoritma penyepuhlindapan. Pada amnya, tidak semua algoritma-algoritma ini menyokong sistem ujian perisian CBD dan ERT. Dengan mengaplikasikan algoritma penghirisan ke dalam ujian perisian ERT, kerumitan pada pembangunan perisian ERT boleh dikurangkan dan pada masa yang sama menggalakkan penggunaan semula pada tahap yang tinggi menerusi ujian perisian berasaskan perilaku komponen. Pada masa kini, algoritma ujian berasaskan penghirisan tidak menyokong perisian ERT secara langsung. Di dalam kajian ini, integrasi ujian algoritma untuk sistem CBD dan ERT telah dicadangkan untuk menunjukkan cara yang lebih berpotensi untuk menguji perisian ERT di dalam istilah penghalusan algoritma. Algoritma penghirisan telah ditingkatkan untuk menyokong rangka kerja pengaturcaraan berorientasikan komponen (COP) untuk sistem integrasi CBD dan ERT. Hasil menunjukkan bahawa COP boleh digunakan di dalam definisi algoritma SASE dan telah dipetakan dengan SASE algoritma berasaskan definisi persamaan dan perbezaan. Oleh itu, kualiti algoritma SASE yang ditingkatkan adalah lebih baik dari segi algoritma berasaskan kriteria dan Normatif Maklumat Sistem Analisis dan Reka bentuk berasaskan Model (NIMSAD) untuk menyokong ERT dan CBD.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Software testing is a verification process in which an application of the software or the program meets the business requirements and technology that have dominated the design, development and works as expected. Testing of the software also identifies significant gaps and errors in the application code which must be corrected and fixed.

To fix errors is important because errors are classified according to severity. Testing requires planning, and during test planning we are able to decide which errors are important and the reasons for failure based on the requirements and documents of the design.

Generally, the defect is only important from the customer viewpoint because it affects the ease of use and operation of the application (Eun, 2009). In software testing there are three main objectives including verification, validation and fault finding as shown in Figure 1.1.
Following the software testing objectives shown in Figure 1.1, verification process confirms that the program meets the technical specification of the test. Furthermore, the validation process proves that the software or program meets the needs of the business. Fault finding is the difference between the real and the prospective result which can be traced from the source of the imbalance to an error in the design view and the development stages (coding).

Basically, an algorithm is an algorithm is as set of steps to solve a certain problem, and from this definition we can extract that test algorithm defines the testing procedures to achieve test objectives. The test algorithm therefore determines costs and effort of testing. Selecting a suitable test algorithm is one of the most significant planning tasks or decision the tester has.

The aim is to decide which test approach optimizes the relation between the costs of defects, the cost of testing as well as risk minimizing.
Testing algorithms state how the stakeholders’ product risks are reduced at test level, which kinds of tests are to be performed, which exit and entry may be appropriate. Testing algorithms are established and created based on test improvement. System test is typically used and theoretical testing algorithms may be referred to. A testing algorithm indicates how the software functionality is to be a developed and settled in future release. For every stage of testing, an equivalent test algorithm should be created to test the new feature groups or sets.

Current systems of software are more complex and difficult to control, consequential in high cost of development, large scale, low production, uncontrollable quality of software and the additional risk of more new technology to change it.

On the other hand, Component Based Software Development (CBD) is able to meaningfully lessen test cost improvement, market time estimation and increase maintainability, reliability and generally software systems value. This attitude has generated a great amount of interest in both community research as well as in software trade, which is the focus of CBD.

Components of existing technologies have been implemented in various systems of software like: embedded system software, application based web projects and also object oriented circulated software component.

Embedded Real Time (ERT) is a system that combines software and hardware. The hardware component of the system exhorts the constraints of time while the software reduces the total cost and test flexibility. ERT software testing is crucial because of the combination of both hardware and software which can lead to complexity. So, all these events require a systematic process to reduce the time and cost of testing (Sabil and Jawawi, 2009).
Embedded systems are often used for many years and remain an integral part of system support. An integrated system is much larger than the speed of the tester of the original program and it is necessary to explain some good citations on integrated software systems especially since the source may affect its own value based on test performance (Petricic, 2011).

Embedded systems are often limited tools of the test although some plans have to support a variety of programs and tools for software testing. Embedded software testing system is more limited and often used tools of basic research, and this is partly because embedded systems in many cases cannot be used as support tool as many integrated systems have their own tools for debugging and testing to reduce the number of tools for use within house tool.

With huge numbers of embedded software in application fields with great dependability and safety, embedded software testing is progressively facing various problems or challenges and attention must be paid to embedded software properties while conducting researches on new test software algorithms. Although research on software testing algorithms is detailed enough, there are still remarks on the software testing quality evaluation. Software testing assures the quality of software enabling people to go about their work with the knowledge that the software, which has been tested, will operate correctly.

1.2 Problem Background

Testing algorithms include slicing algorithm, incremental algorithm, firewall algorithm, genetic algorithm as well as simulated annealing algorithm. All these algorithms can be used in software testing but testing algorithms such as slicing and Genetic are used for CBD and ERT.
Slicing (Lalchandani, 2008): slicing explicitly traces the modification of the program or software which consists of all statements and segments of the software that may be infected. Applying slicing in software architecture in software testing can benefit in two main ways: the first concerns the maintenance of component based software by using slicing tools on an architectural description. In addition we can determine which components might be affected. Second, architectural reuse can be facilitated while code reuse is very important and reusing the software design is expected in software testing life cycle.

Genetic (Li and Chen, 2006): This is to extract two input statements into a new testing execution by inheriting the items from software parts to execute it. Software testing is the important instrument of assuring software quality and software testing includes the software life cycle. Genetic algorithms (Bing and ZiLi, 2006) are stochastic algorithms that use adaptive search methods for solving problems. They are very useful in optimization and problems of complex search. These kinds of algorithms are based on natural evolution and on Darwinian natural selection and the GA combines with automatic generation of testing case in ERT systems. The goal is to uncover as many faults as possible with a potent set of tests. Well tested data can cover complex designation paths of embedded software so desirable testing data is not easy to find.

Incremental (Baradhi, 1997): the test cases are selected from the outputs and this algorithm involves only the executed test by considering the statements of the program. Firewall: assists the testing integration by the tester. Simulated Annealing (Baradhi, 1997): This algorithm suggests the candidate solution that is represented by the testing execution and to be minimized by the function cost. These algorithms can be used for components but no proven studies have been found.

Several algorithms are possible to use for testing CBD software such as Slicing algorithm. The slicing algorithm indicates cases of test cross levels recognizing various levels of practical concepts for the test levels (Hao and Jiang, 2011). More useful particulars must be tested at minor levels of test than at advanced
ones. This changeability across test stages must bear in mind reuse approaches. Less test work provided by limited refinement of slicing as long as the improvement or generalization operations need to be performed substantially at each level of test.

Thus, slicing algorithm improvement is a straight forward algorithm that states useful cases of test alterations at levels of test for finding test cases to levels of minor test where the modification based on slicing algorithm plays a role from test phase to requirements to implementation.

1.2.1 CBD Software Integration Testing

One main problem in CBD integration testing is the instruction in which tested component are listed and this test order is referred to as component test order for several reasons. First, this test order concerns the order of tested components. Second, test order of component influences test component use and test case preparation. Third, test order of component decides the order in which faults of component are identified. Another significant problem when integration testing of CBD software is to make a decision concerning the component order integration. A number of studies have determined algorithms for integration test order from dependencies among components in the system component illustration.

The aim of all these test order steps is to minimize test step numbers to be shaped as this is supposed to be a main rate factor for integration testing. Indeed, steps are parts of software that have to be constructed in order to test software parts that are either not developed yet or have not yet been unit tested but want to test components that depend on them (Briand et al., 2003).

Slicing testing algorithm is a very important field research in software engineering and has been used in many applications such as maintenance of
software, software understanding, software analysis, inverse engineering, testing as well as debugging (Hao and Jiang, 2011). The method of CBD slicing has been investigated in many theses since the original definition by Mark Weiser in 1979. Weiser first proposed the idea of software slicing, and defined slicing of software as follows: software slicing is an executable part in terms of interest point variables and the executable part of software corresponding to the software in use.

Static software slice (Jia et al., 2010) concerns all sentences in a software that are related to the variable at the interest point. It analyses all possible software running tracks so it should simply contain unconnected points with greater idleness. Dynamic slicing (Jia et al., 2010) is established by all sentences which touch the variable at the interest sentence point in executable software path.

On the other hand, the component oriented programming (COP) context was initially planned for ERT software development for autonomous mobile robot (AMR). The target audience is the researchers in fields of mechatronics and robotics which are not from background of software engineering and do not have wide programming knowledge.

The framework of COP is a programming framework based on Pervasive Component Systems (PECOS) model. The proposed framework enables the idea in PECOS to be implemented optimally without requiring any support tools and proprietary runtime environment from the original PECOS project (Jawawi, 2007). Thus the COP used for requirement analysis, design and implementation are not included in the field of software testing.
1.3 **Problem Statement**

Slicing Testing Algorithm is to support thorough CBD software integration. Other algorithms are not well defined to be used in any COP framework because the other algorithms are not directly supported through CBD but some of the algorithms support ERT systems. Slicing algorithm is used to slice the program instruction and only contains the program statements but the slicing architectures using service edges (SASE) are used both in software architecture and software testing fields.

This study shows that slicing algorithm is much more closely related to the CBD for COP because it can support most COP elements in terms of software analysis and design. Hence, the main motivation of this work is to propose an enhanced Slicing Architecture using Service Edges (SASE) in COP framework to show application of the software components of an ERT system. Slicing algorithm is a commonly recognized technique for analyzing and testing CBD software to address test order of component problem and to recognize algorithm connected components.

1.4 **Research Aim**

The aim of this research is to propose testing algorithm to test CBD software for ERT system based on SASE testing algorithm which can support COP frameworks.
1.5 Objective of the Research

The aim of this research is supported by the following objectives:

i. To analyze the current testing algorithms and to study the test algorithm for component based software development of embedded systems.

ii. To propose the enhancement of slicing test algorithm of CBD for COP frameworks using in ERT system.

iii. To evaluate and validate the enhanced slicing test algorithm by comparing it with the original slicing test algorithm.

1.6 Scope of the Research

The scope of this research has been limited to the following:

i. This research focuses only on CBD testing algorithm for embedded real time system case study, and does not include other applications.

ii. This research applies CBD to verify the testing algorithm for Embedded Software Development.

1.7 Significance of the Research

The significance of this study is to promote the testing algorithm of CBD for embedded software development. The study concentrates on an in-depth understanding of CBD for ERT testing algorithm. Based on that knowledge, the advantages that can be derived from this study are to motivate the use of algorithms
based on algorithm much more closely related to CBD for ERT in the software testing.

1.8 Thesis organization

Chapter 2 discusses CBD algorithms for ERT among testing algorithms. In Chapter 3, the research methodology is conducted in achieving the research objectives and scopes. One case study is used involving ERT system. Chapter 4 discusses the results of the enhanced algorithm using COP frameworks. Chapter 5 discusses the validation phase. Finally, in Chapter 6, this research was concluded based on its objectives and future work was proposed.
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